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V) -y faith that is real will show itself in appropriate actions.

James points out if a man says that he loves someone and then allows that

person to be destitute and miserable for lack of austenance21-4flTè1Y
/ )

" ")his talk is insincere

and utterly worthless. Faith without works,-.o James..p e-. ,is dead.-tk_..
/

are sides of one great truth, and th ruth is better understood when both

aspects are examined. Taken verb the statements of Paul

and th4)eeetrt! of James seem to contradict each other because they use the

word "faith" in a..±gftrt different
sense.1t.'.

J(

Another difficulty in interpreting IRGod's revelation comes from the fact

that it often deals with matters that are 1eJe completely unfamiliar to enCi')ki
c




rf ny particular age. If someone had written an account three

humdred 300 years ago of a man who had breakfast in London, lunch in New York,

and supper in SF*, any reader would say have siad that it was utter

fantasy. It would appear cam completely incredible. The invention of

airplanes, the discovery and application of the p 'iir.principles of the jet

engine, were necessary before this could be made a reality. These things were

completely unknown, even a few years ago. Today they are commonplace. 4t To

one who is not familiar with them the facts would appear completely untelligible.

In God's universe there are thousands of facts that are completely unknown to us.
Newton, who had of any man who

I think/one of the greatest minds /that ever lived expressed nti*

as he made his great advances in various fields of science, once said that he

felt like a child walking along the shore of an ocean, picking up a pretty

pebble shell*" here and there. The situa9to situation, as far as our

understanding of the universe is concerned, is today not much very different.

OUr knowledge in scientific areas has gone far beyond what was available in

Newton's day, and yet the more kk we learn the more we realize how tremendously

much there is in the mi universe that of which we have no understanding at all.

God did not endeavor in His revelation to give us a complete understanding of
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